
”Super Adorable! This was such an adorable 
book I read with my son, who is six. He loved the 
illustrations that are in the book. They kept him interested 
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Shanita is a Board Certified Behavior
Analyst and has been serving individuals
with developmental disabilities throughout
the Central Florida and Tampa Bay area
since 2003. In 2018, Shanita was inspired
to pursue her childhood dream of
becoming a published author, so she
created the “Let’s Go Dreaming”
children's book series. She published her
first book, “Sleep, Tiny Dreamer” in 2019. 

- SE, Verified Amazon Purchaser 

“Dreamy Read! What a sweet story that not only explains what
dreams are but let's our imaginations run free. The illustrations
are beautifully done with attention to detail. I liked the focus on
certain vocabulary words and the way the author highlights them
for the reader. Worth the read!”

By: Shanita Allen  

What do dreams sound like? What do dreams feel like? How are
dreams created? This adorable bedtime story explains it all!
Join Little Ari and her talking dog, Pepper, as she reveals a magical
formula for creating a dream and explains what dreams are, through
the use of the 5 senses. This whimsical bedtime story will certainly
ensure that your little one has the sweetest of dreams.
"What is a Dream?" is the second book in the Let's Go Dreaming
series. Matching coloring book available. 

About “What is a Dream?” 

”Adorable Story!- Young readers will love this book. It's filled with
imagination and wonder as the main characters dog begins to speak.
Together they go on a journey through their dreams before falling
asleep all cuddled up in bed. The illustrations are colorful and very
cute. Excellent bedtime story!“
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What is a Dream? 

Reviews 

“Loved the Creativity! A creative and vivid story about our
imagination! Great rhymes and a fun read for grade school aged
kiddos! So colorful!“

hroughout. Because he wanted a brand new book for me to read to
him at bedtime, and this was the one for sure! My son always
wondered about what a dream was. Sometimes he would wake up
and be scared. This book was able to help him understand more.
Now he is no longer afraid anymore. Bless the author for making
this book! I recommend this book to other parents for sure!

- Lazann, Verified Amazon Purchaser 
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